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Message from
MUNI. NAYPADMA SAGAR

“
”

Message from
ANJU SHARMA (IAS)
C H A I R PE R S O N , G OV E R N I N G B O A R D

“

The Indian Civil Services are a prestigious institution affecting lives of the
citizens of the country. On the country’s aspiration scale, the civil services rank
right at the top-evident from the sheer numbers that take the examination. Civil
Services, unlike the other private jobs and businesses, shouldn’t be approached
with ‘what is there for me?’ Rather it should have an outlook of societal
reformation, and candidates must see the macro picture of what they can deliver
to the nation and how they can bring positive changes in the current manifesto of
society. Government of Gujarat has embarked on a mission to make Gujarat an
Education Hub for the country. The state government is taking aggressive steps
to enhance both the infrastructure and quality of education within the state. This
is the best time for students of Gujarat aspiring to become leading Civil servants
to pursue their dream.
24th July, 2020

”

- Anju Sharma, IAS
Principal Secretary,
Education Department, Gujarat.

Message from
K. K. NIRALA (IAS)
M E M B E R, G OV E R N I N G B O A R D

“

The Indian Civil Services isn’t just a job, it is an opportunity to do your bit to
contribute to the Nation and to the citizens of the Nation. Along with this job
comes the social responsibility and social prestige. Above all, Civil Services
provides an opportunity to realize one’s potential and use that potential for the
betterment of the society. A person aspiring to be a Civil Servant should always
determine what changes they want in the society and what they can offer to bring
those changes. Good Civil Servants ensures efficient work and smooth
governance as they work closely with the government and are the ones through
whom government implements their plans and policies.
I would like to congratulate and wish good luck to all the aspirants of the Indian
Civil Services and warm congratulations to Gujarat University &amp; Jain
International Organization (JIO) AD Shodhan UPSC Coaching Centre for
contributing to the Indian Civil Service.

- K. K. Nirala, IAS

”

Message from
M NAGARAJAN (IAS)
M E M B E R, G OV E R N I N G B O A R D

“

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel is known as the Father of All India Services. This is
basically because of his contribution towards uniting the princely states and thus
ensuring Integrity of India. The Indian civil services encompass all one can aspire
for. Civil servants in one way decide the fate of the nation, as the implementation of
all developmental and other government policy rest with them. So far states like
Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan Tamil Nadu, Bihar and Delhi has topped the chart by
producing maximum number of students. It’s high time the young aspirants from
Gujarat state should also make their mark in such prestigious institution. Gujarat
has that potential to demonstrate good numbers in producing civil servants. Gujarat
University and Jain International Organization together must make their efforts to
increase student’s intake capacity from this year itself so that more students aiming
to get into Indian civil services can be trained and crack the UPSC exam.
I congratulate Gujarat University for taking up this initiative to inform students about
the enormous educational infrastructure and opportunities the state has to offer
and become a powerful ally for their future.
- M Nagarajan , IAS

Message from
PROF. HIMANSHU A. PANDYA
V I C E C H A N C E L L O R,
G U J A RA T U N I V E R S I T Y

“

Dear All,
Gujarat University has achieved excellent milestones in different fields of education. There
are several alumni of this university who have international recognition in various fields like
education, social service, politics, medical, engineering and others. With a mission to
enhance the value of legacy, Gujarat University is continuously trying to establish new
landmarks. Recently our university was awarded 44 th rank by NIRF and Five Star by
Government of Gujarat. As per the requirements/prerequisites of 21 st century, quality
higher education must aim to develop good, thoughtful, well rounded and creative
individual in all the domains across the country. The role of this university is not only
confined to impart higher education but also to identify the youth who has potential and
ability to administrate the country. I am happy to inform you that to train the youth for Indian
administrative Services, Gujarat University has laid foundation for a new center called “Pragna Pitham“ (Knowledge provider centre). The university has paid attention to the
needs of the students by arranging for rigorous training, excellent infrastructure and
faculties. Students of all faculties from across the country can join this training programme
to materialize their dreams and also to fulfill the mission of the university to provide
excellent administrators to the nation. This is another milestone being accomplished by the
Gujarat University, and I invite the youth of our nation to join this programme and help build
India as a great nation of the world.
- Prof. Himanshu A. Pandya
Vice Chancellor,
Gujarat University, Gujarat.

”

Message from
MAYNASHRIJI

“
”
- Maynashriji

Message from
GHEVARCHAND BOHRA
P RE S I D E N T , J I O

“

I extend a cordial welcome to the students joining the GU-JIO UPSC Coaching
Centre and Gujarat University and wish them a very hopeful and successful
professional career and life. I am confident that you will feel proud on being allied
with us and make us equally proud with your academic excellence. As we look to
the future one thing is certain - technology and knowledge will be the key
possessions and also these will be the most sought-after within the Country and
around the world. Therefore, it is our duty to help generate ideas which will
benefit society, educate and train people to work in the fields where they will be
valued for their specialized knowledge.

”

- Ghevarchand Bohra
President,
Jain International Organisation

Message from
SANJAYBHAI SANKLECHA
E XE C U T I V E D I RE C T O R, J I O

“

Students are our brand ambassadors and for their holistic development the
Gujarat University not only provides a vibrant and positive ambience but a wellequipped library, clubs, sports and extracurricular activities etc. to facilitate
them.
As we look to the future one thing is certain –technology and knowledge will be
the key possessions and also these will be the most sought-after within the
Country and around the world. Therefore, it is our duty to help generate ideas
which will benefit society, educate and train people to work in the fields where
they will be valued for their specialized knowledge.
I extend a cordial welcome to the students joining the Gujarat University and
wish them a very hopeful and successful professional career and life. I am
confident that you will feel proud on being allied with us and make us equally
proud with your academic excellence.
Your continuous feedback will be very much supportive in creating brand in the
field of education and ultimately in the development of the country.
I assure to extend all the support in your endeavours.
- Sanjaybhai Sanklecha
Executive Director,
Jain International Organisation
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GUJARAT UNIVERSITY
ESTB: 1949
The Gujarat University was conceived in the nineteen twenties in the
minds of public-spirited and learned men like Gandhiji, Sardar Patel,
Acharya Anandshankar B. Dhruva, Dada Saheb Mavlankar, Kasturbhai
Lalbhai, and many others. However, the University could come into
existence only after the achievement of independence. In 1949, the
University was incorporated under the Gujarat University Act of the State
Government ‘as a teaching and affiliating University.’ This was done as a
measure of decentralisation and reorganization of University education
in the then Province of Bombay.
The emblem of the Gujarat University symbolically represents both the
cultural heritage of Gujarat and the characteristics and aspirations of her
people. The most prominent symbols are the dancing peacock and the
sculptural architecture resting on two pillars and a lamp suspended from
its centre. The dancing peacocks, besides representing its rider,
Saraswati, the Goddess of learning in Indian Mythology, symbolizes
Gujarat's love for arts and her dignified aesthetic taste. The architecture
represents the most characteristic feature of Gujarat's sculpture and is
eloquent of her rich heritage; while the two pillars symbolize the solid
foundation on which the heritage rests. The lamp suspended from the
centre of the architecture is a symbol of learning that dispels the darkness
of ignorance and enlightens everything that it encompasses. The
lightning at the top of the rectangle and the atomic circles below it
symbolize at once the flash of genius and scientific progress and proclaim
the avowed ambition of the University to build and maintain a balanced
outlook towards Arts and Sciences as indeed towards the life in general.
The motto "
" (i.e. Yoga is one where work is done with
dexterity.) is a well - known quotation from the Bhagwad Geeta and
enjoins the work of the teachers and the students of the University.
Districts of Ahmedabad, Gandhinagar, Kaira (excluding the limits of
Vallabh Vidyanagar in Anand Taluka and the area with a radius of 5 miles
from the office of Sardar Patel University), Panchmahals, Baroda
(excluding the area comprising the city of Baroda and territories within a
radius of 10 miles from the office of Maharaja Sayajirao University of
Baroda). The university has 286 affiliated colleges, 22 recognized
institutions, and 36 Postgraduate departments
New 1,40,250 students are enrolled at the undergraduate level and Post
Graduate level for the academic year 2016-17. A total of around 4,00,000
students are presently studying in the university departments, affiliated
colleges, and recognized institutes.
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JAIN INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION
(JIO)
Muni Param Pujya Naypadmasagarji, Maharaj Saheb, the mentor
and conceptualiser of JIO with the blessings of Guru Bhagwants had
a dream of uniting all Jains under one Umbrella Organisation i.e.
JAIN INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION (JIO), JIO is the Apex
confederation of all Jains, spread around the world, having under it
sixteen different organisations such as Jain International
Organisation (JIO), Jain International Doctors’ Federation (JDF), Jain International Chartered Accountants’
Federation (JICF), Jain International Advocates’ Federation (JIAF), Jain International Women (JIWO), Jain
International Youth Organisation (JIYO), Jain International Government Employees’ Organisation (JIGEO),
Jio Civil & Judicial Training Foundation (JCJTC), etc.
This concept of JIO as an Apex Confederation of all Jains and various organisations representing different
segments of the Jain population under JIO was crystallized by Sahebji after meetings and deliberations with
a cross-section of society from different walks of life over past many years. To unite all Jain Businessmen and
Industrialists (almost 75% of the working population of Jains is engaged in business and industry) in 1999
Shree Jain Vyapar Udyog Seva Sansthan was formed in Ahmedabad. In 2006 the same Sansthan was
converted into Jain International Organisation(JIO). The groundwork of 20 years carried out by the mentor
is now noticed after it became a reality in the last 3 years.

Pragna Peetham IAS Training Centre, Gujarat University
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FACILITIES AT

GUJARAT UNIVERSITY
EMRC
EMMRC has produced about 1060 TV programmes in the past two and half decades, including
varied subjects like Applied Science, Economics, Technology, Sports, Culture, Archaeological
Heritage, People, Places and so on. EMMRC has also achieved national and international
awards for the same. Additional to this we have various multiple part series on subjects such as
Entrepreneurship, Chemistry, Dentistry, Gandhi Darshan, Soft Skills, Earthquake Resistant
Structures, Enlightenment, Sustainable Development and Architecture and many more.

Gymnasium
Gujarat university has a well-equipped modern gymnasium. The gym facility is complementary
for students.

Hostel/Accommodation
Gujarat University hostel has 8 Blocks in all, 6 for boys and 2 for girls. The hostel has total
capacity of 550 and 196 respectively. The hostel rooms are spacious and well furnished.

Library
Gujarat university library is having rich sources of online resources, print resources,
institutional repositories etc.

Gujarat University Health Centre
Gujarat university health centre is Well equipped with Computerized laboratory, X-Ray
machine, E.C.G. Machine, Physiotherapy equipment’s & Autorefractometer for eye refraction.
Following investigations are carries out under the supervision of Hon. Pathologist : Hemoglobin
%, Total count & diff. Count, E.S.R., Smear study for malaria & Anemia, B.T.C.T., Blood group &
Rh factor, Blood sugar, S.G.P.T., Serum Ceratinine, Serum Cholesterol, Blood urea, Serum
Widal, Urine-sugar, Urine Routine Microscopy, Stool for Ova & cyst. Stool for occult blood.
Students get free services including treatment and investigations. Case registration fees 0.50
Paise per day or Rs. 6-00 per term or Rs. 10-00 per year.

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel reading Centre
The Reading Centre is connected with the university central library building. The Reading
Centre consist a cellar and a first floor and 400 students can get the reading facility Reading
Centre.
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Vidyashree-The Souvenir Shop and Utility Store
Vidyashree is a souvenir shop and a utility store for and by the students of Gujarat University.
The souvenir shop is created to avail souvenirs of the University in form of T-shirt, Stationery,
Trophy, Bags, and Blazers etc. Utility store is created to help deprived students of the
University. Utility corner is managed by student’s volunteers for the students. The mechanism
is devised in such a way where in students and teachers of the university donate utilities like
Books, Clothes, Electronic Items, Personalized Items like rugs, blankets, Cots, Pillows, and
Cycles etc. will be made available to deprived students.

Samras Hostel
Government of Gujarat and Gujarat University established ten story separate hostel for the
students belonging to reserve category (SC, ST, and OBC). The hostel can accommodate one
thousand Boys and one thousand Girl students at a time. Facilities like food, accommodation
and health are provided at very nominal rates.

Guruvani 90.8 FM - Radio Unbound
To enrich the community, mainly students of more than 200 colleges affiliated with Gujarat
University about its Courses and career options while at the same time providing them with
enriching and fulfilling edutainment programmes. Gujarat University Community Radio,
Guruvani, 90.8 FM came into existence in 30th March, 2012 and since then it has more than
300 educational and awareness programmes in its bank. The programmes cover various
fields like education, science, art & culture, information technology, language; these
programmes have been recorded by the academicians and students of Gujarat University.
These programs have helped in exchange of 8SCM information, networking of groups,
provision of skills and training; and all these are undoubtedly key elements of developing the
student community. It has empowered the university students and various communities to
use radio to promote themselves and to speak directly to the peers.

NRS Hall
Gujarat University NRS Hall located near the university administrative office. NRS Hall used
as a multipurpose hall especially suitable for organizing seminars, workshops etc. NRS Hall
consist large hall and two spacious room at ground floor and one hall at first floor.

Gujarat University Post Office
Post office provides the normal post facility like stamp vending, mail facility etc. Post office
also having a western union money transfer collection centre . A new building of university
post office is under construction.

State Bank of India- Gujarat University Branch
State Bank of India, Gujarat University Branch actively working in the University campus since
1972. The branch is a Core Banking branch. The Bank provides banking and financial services
Pragna Peetham IAS Training Centre, Gujarat University
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like saving banking, current banking, Debit card, ATM card, various loans, foreign currency
facility etc. The Bank is operated under single window facility.

Canteen
Gujarat University Canteen located centrally near university administrative office. University
Canteen provides various varieties of eatables, snacks, beverages. It is open on six days
except Sundays and public holidays and open to all.

Other Facilities
Seminar Hall
2 halls having capacity of 750 and 450 respectively.
Meeting Room
4 meeting rooms having capacity of 30, 20, 10 and 10 respectively.
Amphitheatre
1 Amphitheatre having capacity of 250.
Audio/Video Facility: Recording + Production and Broadcasting
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FACILITIES AT

PRAGNA PEETHAM CENTRE
Reception
Biometric Attendance Machine.
Administration Office
Management Office
Conference Room
Classroom - Master Class Room - capacity 200
Classroom for ICT
Digital Board
Interaction Room
Recreation club
Newspaper: Indian Express, The Hindu, Economics Times, Mint, Business Standard,
Monthly Magazine.
Water Cooler with RO.
CCTV
All Rooms and Hall with Cooling and Lighting.

Pragna Peetham IAS Training Centre, Gujarat University
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UPSC CIVIL SERVICE:
The Civil Services Examination (CSE) is a nationwide competitive examination in India conducted by the Union
Public Service Commission (UPSC) for recruitment to various Civil Services of the Government of India, including
the Indian Administrative Service (IAS), Indian Foreign Service (IFS), and Indian Police Service (IPS). It is
conducted in three phases - a preliminary examination consisting of two objective-type papers (General Studies
Paper I and General Studies Paper-II also popularly known as Civil Service Aptitude Test or CSAT), and a main
examination consisting of nine papers of conventional (essay) type, in which two papers are qualifying and only
marks of seven are counted followed by a personality test (interview).

PROCESS
The Civil Services Examination is based on the British era Imperial Civil Service tests, as well as the civil service
tests conducted by old Indian empires such as the Maryann Empire and Mughal Empire. It is considered to be
the most difficult competitive examination in India. A single attempt takes two complete years of preparation one year before the prelims and one year from prelims to interview. In total, one sits in the actual exam for 32
hours from prelims until the interview. On average, 900,000 to 1,000,000 candidates apply every year and the
number of candidates sitting in the preliminary examination is approximately 550,000. Results for the Prelims
are published in mid-August, while the final result is published in May of the next year.
Preliminary Examination - June. Results in August.
Mains Examination - October. Results in January.
Personality Test (interview) - March. Results in May.
The training program for the selected candidates usually commences the following September.

01] ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
Education: Any graduate degree (distance education as well) recognized by UGC / A ICTE Age Limit & Number of Attempts:

CATEGORY

AGE

ATTEMPTS ALLOWED

General

21 to 32

6

OBC

21 to 35

9

SC/ST

21 to 37

Unlimited

02] EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

07

February

Notification

June

Prelims(Hurdle 1)

July/August

Results of the prelims

October

Mains(Hurdle 2)

January

Result of the Mains

February/March

Personality Test / Interview (Hurdle 3)

April/May

Final Result and selection

Post 1 Year

Training at LBSNAA
Pragna Peetham IAS Training Centre, Gujarat University
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1. PRELIMINARY
From 2011 onwards, the preliminary examination intends to focus on analytical abilities and understanding
rather than the ability to memorize. The new pattern includes two papers of two hours’ duration and 200 marks
each. Both papers have multiple choice objective type questions only. They are as follows:
Paper I tests the candidate's knowledge on current events, history of India and Indian national movement,
Indian and world geography, Indian polity Panchayati Raj system and governance, economic and social
development, environmental ecology, biodiversity, climate change, and general science, Art and culture.
Paper-II (also called CSAT or Civil Services Aptitude Test), tests the candidate's skills in comprehension,
interpersonal skills, communication, logical reasoning, analytical ability, decision making, problem-solving,
basic numeracy, data interpretation, English language comprehension skills and mental ability. It is qualifying in
nature and the marks obtained in this paper are not counted for merit. However, the candidate must score a
minimum of 33 percent in this paper to qualify for the Prelims exam.
In August 2014, the Centre announced that English marks in CSAT will not be included for gradation or merit and
2011 candidates may get a second chance to appear for the test next year.
In May 2015, the Government of India announced that Paper-II of the preliminary examination will be qualifying
in nature i.e. it will not be graded for eligibility in Mains Examination and a candidate will need to score at least
33% to be eligible for grading based on marks of Paper I of the Preliminary Examination. Those who qualify in the
Prelims become eligible for the Mains.
CATEGORY

SUBJECTS

MARKS

DURATION

PAPER PATTERN

ATTENTION
ASPIRANT

01

General Studies

200

120 minutes

Objective

(0.67)

(100 questions)
02

CSAT (Qualifying)

200

Negative marks

120 minutes

Objective

(80 Questions)

Negative Marks
(0.83)

1. MAINS
The Civil Services Mains Examination consists of a written examination and an interview.

01] EXAMINATION
The Civil Services Main written examination consists of nine papers, two qualifying, and seven rankings in nature. The
range of questions may vary from just one mark to sixty marks, twenty words to 600 words answers. Each paper is of a
duration of 3 hours. Candidates who pass qualifying papers are ranked according to marks and a selected number of
candidates are called for interview or a personality test at the Commission's discretion.
According to the new mark’s allocations in Civil Service Examination 2013, there are some changes made in the
examination according to the suggestion of Prof. Arun. S. Nigavekar Committee. However, after some controversy, the
qualifying papers for Indian languages and English were restored.

Pragna Peetham IAS Training Centre, Gujarat University
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CATEGORY

SUBJECTS

MARKS

DURATION

PAPER PATTERN

ATTENTION ASPIRANT

01

Indian Language

300

180 minutes

Descriptive

Minimum 25%

02

English

300

180 minutes

Descriptive

Minimum 25%

03

Essay

250

180 minutes

Descriptive

Deciding Paper

04

General Studies I

250

180 minutes

Descriptive

Minimum 25%

05

General Studies II

250

180 minutes

Descriptive

Minimum 25%

06

General Studies III

250

180 minutes

Descriptive

Minimum 25%

07

General Studies IV

250

180 minutes

Descriptive

Minimum 25%

08

Optional Paper I

250

180 minutes

Descriptive

Minimum 25%

09

Optional Paper II

250

180 minutes

Descriptive

Minimum 25%

02] INTERVIEW
Officially called the "Personality Test", the objective of the interview is to assess the personal suitability of the
candidate for a career in public service by a board of competent and unbiased observers. The test is intended to
evaluate the mental calibre of a candidate. In broad terms, this is an assessment of not only a candidate's
intellectual qualities but also social traits and interest in current affairs. Some of the qualities to be judged are
mental alertness, critical powers of assimilation, clear and logical exposition, the balance of judgement,
variety, and depth of interest, the ability for social cohesion and leadership, and intellectual and moral
integrity.
The technique of the interview is not that of a strict cross-examination, but a natural, though directed and
purposeful conversation that is intended to reveal the mental qualities of the candidate.
The interview is not intended to test either of the specialized or general knowledge of the candidate, which has
been already tested through written papers. Candidates are expected to have taken an intelligent interest not
only in their special subjects of academic study but also in the events which are happening around them both
within and outside their state or country as well as in modern currents of thought and in discoveries which
should arouse the curiosity of all well-educated youth. The interview standards are very high and require
thorough preparation as well as commitment.
CATEGORY

SUBJECTS

MARKS

DURATION

PAPER PATTERN

ATTENTION ASPIRANT

01

Personality Test

275

15 to 45 minutes

Oral

Compulsory

GOVERNING BOARD
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Anju Sharma (IAS)

Prof. Himanshu A Pandya

K K Nirala (IAS)

Chair Person, GU-JIO UPSC Centre

Vice Chancellor, Gujarat University

Member GU-JIO UPSC Centre

Nagarajan M. (IAS)

Amrit Sanghvi

Rajubhai Castro

Member, GU-JIO UPSC Centre

Member GU-JIO UPSC Centre

Member GU-JIO UPSC Centre

Ghevarchand Bohra

Dr. Gurudatta Japee

President, JIO

Coordinator GU-JIO UPSC Centre
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LIST OF SERVICES
The following are the services that one gets on qualifying the Civil Service Examination.
All India Services
Indian Administrative Service (IAS)
Indian Police Service (IPS)
Central Services (Group A)
Indian Foreign Service (IFS)
Indian Audit and Accounts Service (IA&AS)
Indian Civil Accounts Service (ICAS)
Indian Corporate Law Service (ICLS)
Indian Defence Accounts Service (IDAS)
Indian Defence Estates Service (IDES)
Indian Information Service (IIS)
Indian Ordnance Factories Service (IOFS)
Indian Postal Service (IPoS)
Indian P&T Accounts and Finance Service (IP&TAFS)
Indian Railway Accounts Service (IRAS)
Indian Railway Personnel Service (IRPS)
Indian Railway Protection Force Service (IRPFS)
Indian Railway Traffic Service (IRTS)
Indian Revenue Service (IRS-IT)
Indian Revenue Service (IRS-C&CE)
Indian Trade Service (ITrS)
Group B Services
Armed Forces Headquarters Civil Services (AFHCS)
Delhi, Andaman and Nicobar Islands Civil Service (DANICS)
Delhi, Andaman and Nicobar Islands Police Service (DANIPS)
Pondicherry Civil Service (PCS)
Pondicherry Police Service (PPS)

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Intake: 200
The best well-experienced faculty team From well-known UPSC Coaching Centres and experienced
faculties from reputed Universities
Regular Mock Tests.
Periodic workshops and guest lectures by eminent individuals to help candidates tackle analytical
questions think innovative and stay motivated and focused.
Regular Student – Achiever interaction
Value-added sessions on stress management, exam preparation, time management, and other programs
by relevant subject matter experts.
Pragna Peetham IAS Training Centre, Gujarat University
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Interview panel training
Assisting students to take up all competitive exams.
Overall individual attention and high-class quality of education will be provided by our experienced faculty
team.
Intensive care for each student to achieve their goal.
Complete coverage + focus on topics with high weightage
Modern methods
Personal attention, Mentoring, and Monitoring
Regular Testing of Progress increases the probability of getting into Civil Services
Easy to follow, step by step theory & concepts with notes
Interactive, enthusiastic classes prepare the student to compete
Dedicated Study Material & Practice Tests

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR ENTRANCE EXAM
Candidate should have completed graduation and should belong to the age group of 21 to 28 years only
then you can apply.
However, if you are a Final year student, you can apply. GU & JIO A.D. Shodhan UPSC Coaching Center
allows only Civil Services preparation, no other course will be allowed.
The syllabus of CET is the same as the UPSC prelims exam.
GU & JIO A.D. Shodhan UPSC Coaching Center will not provide any lodging facility to candidates appearing
for Exam.
GU & JIO A.D. Shodhan UPSC Coaching Center will send a confirmation mail to all candidates who have
registered successfully along with the required details.
An entrance exam is conducted by GU & JIO A.D. Shodhan UPSC Coaching Center for all the applicants.
The examination will be held at Ahmedabad.

DETAILS OF ENTRANCE EXAM AT GU-JIO UPSC COACHING CENTRE
Date of Exam: July
Type of Exam: Online MCQ Test
Test Timings: 2 Hours
Total Marks: 200
Total Questions: 100
Each question has 2 marks
Negative Marking will be 1/3 for each wrong answer.

PAPER PATTERN
01. General Studies (60 Questions)
History
Geography
Indian Polity
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Environment & Ecology
Current Affairs
Sciences and Technology
02. CSAT (40 Questions)
Maths
Reasoning
Comprehension Reading

Pragna Peetham IAS Training Centre, Gujarat University
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